1971 CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE
OF THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

An illustrated, full-color, 40-page catalogue presenting new cards and constructions, original graphics and sculpture, design objects, books, reproductions, and a wide selection of distinctive gifts from The Museum of Modern Art is now available. Cards and constructions -- 20 cents to $2 -- reproduce classic works by artists in the Museum collection. Others have been specially commissioned from such artists as Jim Dine and Sydney Butchkes. Gifts ranging from $2 to $400 include Nudes: 1972 Appointment Calendar; a special edition of Playplax; original signed and numbered color lithographs by Robert Indiana and Roy Lichtenstein; The Ball Puzzle, Charles Perry’s exquisite lucite object; illustrated gift books by Ben Shahn, David Hockney, and Niki de Saint Phalle; and the Ernest Trova Kaleidoscope, an unusual version of a classic toy.


Additional information available from Linda Gordon, Department of Public Information, The Museum of Modern Art, 11 West 53 Street, New York, New York 10019. (212) 956-2648.